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Static Wheel Balance

Static wheel balance is nCl.-essary to pre
vent tramp. Wheel and tire assemblies
are statically balanced before the cars
leave the factory. However, tire wear and
other conditions sometimes make static
wheel balance necessary. Bad cases of
"tramp" can usually be traced to static
unbalance of the front wheels.

Statically balancing of wheels means
having the weight so distributed about the
axis of rotation that there is no tendency
to revolve in either'direction when sug..
pended on frictionless bearings.

_._~------
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}"ig. 258 shows how weights should be
placed on the rim of a wheel to bring about
static balance. This figure simply shows
how the weights are positioned on the
light side of the wheel to bring about static
balance and has nothing to do with how
the weights should be placed to maintain
dynamic balance, which is discussed un·
de,' "DYNAMIC WHEEL BALANCE,"

FRONT WHEEL TRAMP AND SHIMMY

Front wheel "tramp" and front wheel
"shimmy" are two entirely different con
ditions. Front wheel tramp usually occurs,
at high speed and is a wheel "hop" caused
from an unbalanced condition of wheels,
loose linkage in the front end or imper
fectly operating shock absorbers.

Shimmy may occur at the lower speeds
and is a wobbly condition of the front
wheels caused from an unbalanced condi.
tion, loose front end linkage, loose steer
ing gear parts or faulty steering gear
adjustment. Shimmy will be felt on the
steering wheel, tramp will be felt in the
whole car. Shimmy is a front wheel con
dition entirely, while tramp may result
from either front or real' wheels. (See
"STATIC WHEEL BALANCE" and
"DYNAMIC WHEEL BALANCE" be
low for tramp and shimmy correction.)

Tire lalance

Due to the irregularities in tread wear,
caused by sudden brake appHcation, mig..
alignment, low inflation pressure, tube or
tire I'epair, etc., a wheel and tire assembly
may lose its original balance. Consequent
ly, if front end instability develops, the
lire and wheel assembly should be checked
for static and dynamic balance.

The wheel and tire assembly should also
be checked for static and dynamic balance
if puncture proof tubes are used, or the
original tires are replaced, 01' if heavier
ply tires are used.

Both front and regr tire and tube assem
blies are balanced to within 20-inch
ounces,

Tire and tube assemblies are marked
With a red triangle. The valve stems
8~Ould always align with this mark for
tIre and tube assembly balance.

SERVICING WHEELS
AND TIRES

LU••ICATION-WHIIL IIARINGS

Front wheel bearings should be lubl'i
cated once a year or every 5,000 miles,
whichever occurs first, thereafter. Noth.
ing but high melting point front wheel
bearing grease, sold by reputable oil com
panies, should be used in fl'ont wheel
bearings.

When it is found necessary to remove
the front wheel bearings for cleaning, the
bearings should be washed in clean gaso
line (not light oil). If the bearings are
washed in light oil, the grease will not
adhere to the bearings and the bearings
will run dry.

The rear wheel bearings are the shielded
radial type, al'e lubricated when assem
bled, and need no further lubrication.

FRONT WHEEL MOUNTING

When installing front wheel hub and
drum assembly, do not place inner bear
ing cone on wheel spindle and then install
wheel hub and drum. Always assemble
the complete inner bearing, including the
cone, to the hub and drum and then assem·
ble wheelan spindle.

inner wheel bearing is prevented from
getting into the brake by the oil guard.

NOTE-A new front wheel inner ball
bearing with a larger inside diameter is
used in 1940 on all models.

The tires on all models are the low-pl'es
sure straight-side type.

WHEELS AND TIRES
The wheels on all models are all-steel

demountable type, having the hub and
spokes fanned from a heavy one-piece
stamping, which is riveted to the drop
C€ntel' type rim at the spoke-ends. The
spokes are formed to give an atil'active
appearance and at the same time, the
shape of the rim and spokes forms a very
rigid construction,

The outer end of the hub is inclosed by
a hub cap which conforms to the wheel
shape.

The front hub and brake drum assembly
is mounted on the steering knuckle spin·
die on two New Departure adjustable cup
and-cone type beal'ings. The rear hub and
brake drums are bolted to and driven by
the flange integral with the axle shaft.

Special precautions have been taken to
protect the front wheel bearing against
road splash by the use of a deflector back
of inner bearing inner race, and an oil
guard bolted to the brake backing plate.
Any water hitting the deflector, likewise
any lubl'icant that may be thl'own off the
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Tire Inflotton

The importance of proper tire inflation
cannot be over-emphasized. Maintenance
of the correct inflation pressure is one of
the most important elements in tire care.
(See "Specifications," for correct tire
pressure.)

Too great tire pressure is detrimental,
but not so much SO as under·inflation.
Higher inflation pressure than recom·
mended will give:
1. A harder riding car.
2. Tire more susceptible to various types

of bruises.
3. More tire chatter j resulting in uneven

wear.
4. Fast tread wcar at the center.

Even when a tire is properly inflated, it
is not round. It is flat where it contacts
the road so that the car at all times is actu·
ally being pushed up a hill. This condition
is exaggerated on an under·inflaled tire.
More power is required, therefore, more
gasoline consumed when driving with
under·inflated tires.

is placed lSO° circumferentially to the first
weight and on opposite s.ide of the rim.

front wtM.1 Bearine AcIlult...ent

The adjustment of front wheel bearings
should be made as follows:

Take up the nut until no shake can be
Celt in the wheel. Do not mistake loose
king bolts and bushings for bearing loose
ness. Back off nut until a very slight
shake can be felt j then tighten up nut to
the nearest cotter pin hole. Bearings will
have longer life with tight adjustment up
to one·sixth turn tight than with any
looseness. A check of this adjustment
should be made at the end of the first 2000
miles and each 5000 miles thereafter.

Posltlonln, of Wel,htl for
Dynamic Wh••1Balance

Necessary instructions usually accom·
pany dynamic wheel balancers, showing
where and how weights should be placed
for proper dynamic balance.

Fig. 258 shows how the weights should
be placed on the rim of the wheel to main·
tain dynamic balance when it is necessary
to add weights for static balance, provid·
ing the wheel was in dynamic balance
before static balance was attempted. Note
in this case, that half of the weight reo
quired fOI' static balance is placed on one
side of the rim and the other half on the
opposite side of the rim. In this way, the
wheel has been put in static balance and
dynamic balance has not been affected.

Fig. 259 shows how the weights should
be placed on the rim of the wheel to main·
tain static balance by bringing about
dynamic balance when the wheel is out of
dynamic balance where some condition
has happened which causes a wobbling
effect al'ound Axis XX (See Fig. 259).
Note in this case that half of the total
weight required Cor dynamic balance is
placed on the opposite side of the rim to
the point where the wheel is out of bal
ance dynamically, whereas, the other half

Tv.·o different cases may arise in con·
neetion with dynamic wheel balance:
1. Where the wheel is d~tnamically bal·

anced j and weight must be added to
put the wheel in static balance. The
proper positioning of weights in this
case is shown in Fig. 258.

2. Where the wheel is out of balance
dynamically but static balance is main·
tained. The correct positioning of
weights in this case is shown in Fig.
259,
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13. Install wheel assembly and adjust the
wheel bearings as outlined under
"FRONT WHEEL BEARING AD
JUSTMENT,"

Dynamic W..... Bolanc.
(Runnln, lalance)

A wheel should always be put in static:
balance before dynamic balance is at
tempted.

Even though the wheels on all cars are
usually in dynamic balance before the carl
leave the factory, still, frequently, there
are cases whcl'e it becomes necessary at
times to rebalance the wheels dynami
cally.

Dynamic balance (running balance)
means that the wheel runs smoothly both
on its axis of rotation and on an axi

--.-

"'1•. 259. I'la(lnl of Wellhu rOt Dynlmlc Wh~l Hal.

through the center of the tire and
perpendicular to the axis of rotati
(Ax;, XX, Fig, 259),

If a front wheel is badly balanced
namically, shimmy will be manifest at d
ferent speeds when driving, and parti
larly at high car speeds.
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How to o.termlne Position of WeI,hts

for Stotlc lolanc. on" Inltall
FrontW.....

1. Remove complete wheel assembly
with hub.

2. Remove the wheel bearings and felt
retainers.

3. Thoroughly clean grease from bear·
ings, races and hub.

4. Inflate tire to corred pressure. (See
"INFLATION PRESSURES,")

5, Clamp a clean spindle in a bench vise,
or if one is not available, clean the
spindle on the car.

6. Replace bearings and mount the
wheel on the spindle.

7. Adjust the bearings loose so that the
wheel is held in position and is prac
tically frictionless.

8. Start the wheel in motion and allow it
to come to rest. Mark the heavy side
which will be at the bottom when the
wheel stops.

NOTE-Weights for correction of
unbalanced conditions in front wheel
and tire assemblies are available
through the Parts Department and
can be attached to the wheel rim.

9. Install balance weight on the Hght
side directly opposite to the mark on
the heavy side.

10, If more than one weight is necessary,
use two weights placed together at
the light point, and move them apart
an equal distance from this point un·
til the wheel is in balance.

11. Install new felt retainer in wheel hub.
12. Lubricate bearings by applying

grease to the ball races and cups only,
using not more than two teaspoonfuls
per wheel. (See Lubrication Chart.)
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Fl•. 2tl. TN-hI or Toe... t Wnr

Fl•• 16). Wear Due to Meehlnl..1 (;oncllllOIl

5. Une\'en tire wear due to bent., loose or
misaligned parts.

6. Side wear due to under.inflation.
7. Side weal' due to unbalanced tire and

wheels,
8. High 8peed driving.

I. Side wear due to impropel' camber.
2. Side wear due to rounding tUlns at

high rate of speed (Cornering).
:t Side wear due to excessively crowned

roads.
4. Toe-in or toe-out misalignment weal'.

various speeds and the effect of part throt
tle, sudden acceleration and deceleration
noted on axle or exhaust noises under
these varying conditions. The tire noise
will not change with these changes.

A further check may be made for tire
noises by driving the cal' on a concrete or
brick road with nonnal tire pressures and
then suddenly driving on a tarvia or dirt
road (not gravel). In the change from the
concrete or brick to the tarvia or dirt
road, the tire noise will disappear.

Varlou. Ty,.. of Tire Wear

Tire weal' may be divided into the fol
lowing classifications:

lowing points are observed, tit-e changing
will not be difficult.

1. The toe of each bead has a soft rubber
tip, which must not be damaged in the
process of removing 01' applying the
tire, This soft rubber tip protects the
tube from chafing. (See Fig. 260.)

2. Be careful not to pinch the tube with
the tire tools.

3. In prying the bead over the flange, if it
seems to take too much force, it is an
indication that the bead is not down in
the well on the opposite side of the rim,
Inside of each tire bead, there is a hoop
of wire which must not be broken or
unnecessarily strained.

4. In no case attempt to remove or apply
both beads at the same time.

5. Before inflating the tire, after it haa
been assembled, it is imperative that
the tire be centered on the rim. The
beads must be up on the bead seat. The
centering rib must show uniformly
ubove the rim flange.

6. Tire changing is made extremely easy
by coating the inside and outside of
bead as required, with a vegetable 0

soft soap, which also protects the so
rubber tips of the tire bead. The u
of soft soap is highly recommend
Do not use oil or grease.

Tlr. Nol•• and Wear

Uneven tire weal' is frequently t
cause of tire noises which are attribu
to real' axles, gears, bearings, etc. M
times work has been done on real'
assemblies in an endeavor to correct ti
nOises.

M.thod ta Det.rmlne Tire Noise

The determination of tire noise is re
tively simple. The car should be driven
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Inflation pressures lower than recom
mended will result in:
1. Higher gasoline consumption.
2. Rapid and uneven wear on the edges

of the tire tread.
3, A tire more susceptible to rim bruises

and various types of ruptUl-e.
4. Increased cord fatigue or broken tire

cords.
5. Hard steering.
6. Higher tire temperatures.
7. Tramp and shimmy troubles.
8. Car roll on sharp curves.
9. Tire squeal on curves.

.'1•. 260. Drop Center Hi",

• emovlng and Applying Tires
General Inltrvetionl

Removing or applying tires on drop
center rims is not difficult if the instruc
tions hereafter given are followed. In
fact, the smaller sizes can be applied with
the hands, although ordinarily it is easier
to proceed with the proper tools. If it is
found that tools longer than 12" are nec
essary, it is evident that the method of
applying the tire is incorrect and the in
structions should be reviewed. If the fol-
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~OTE-Ifoversize tires are installed. it may be neces
sary to change speedometer gean. See Transmisaion
Section data sheet.

No oversize tires will be available tor the "L" model.

SPECIFICATIONS

SUBJECT AND REMARKS F-40 C-40 lAO

I. WHEELBASE 116" 120' 124'

2. WHEELS
16' 15'a. Rim Diameter W

b. Rim Width 4.50' 4.50" 4.50"
,. Bolt Circle 5' 5' 5'
d. Number of Studs. 5 5 5

3. WHEEL BEARINGS
N. D. N. D.a. Make .. N. D.

b. Type. Ball Ball Ball

4. TIRES
6.00x16" 6.50x16· 7.00xlS"a. Size ... .. , ..... .. ...... ,

b. Ply ... .. . .. , ...... 4 4 4... ..,. Inflation Pressure
25 IbR. 27 IbB. min.(1) Minimum Front. 27 lbs.

(2) Minimum Rear. .. 27 lbs. 25 Ibs. 27 Ibs. min.

5. WHEEL AND TIRE BALANCE
20 in. ounce 20 in. ouncea. Front (Maximum) ... 20 in. ounce

check and then palu should be either re-.
wOI'ked, or replaced to COl"I"ect the condi..
tion.

Tire inflation should be carefully
watched to guarantee against tire we
from under-inflation.

Uneven and exce ive wearing of t
outside edges of the tires can be minimi
by rotating (criss-crossing) the tires a
proximately every 6,000 miles. It is i
portant that, if the tires are rotated from
one wheel to another, the wheel and tire
assembly balance be checked.

FIll'. 26:.. Method or Rot.tink Tir"",

a..,,,•• "'....k ",Itt.-
_ oli_."tloIw Ii, .....,f._ ' .....
'-' _ ..
left f.... 10.. f ...
.. left ,_. left ._...... f._. r_
__ f_"- ..._.- 
......... M,.1.'....
T1oa.. _ ...col -..-'" f._ ._ ..
froM ... -.. ....
.--.. of ••,.1'

Correction for Ti... Wear

Cort'edion for tiJ-e weal' from excessive
cambel', toe-out 01' toe-in is a complete
check and proper alignment of the front
wheels. If side wear is due to bent or mis
aligned parts such as uneven caster, bent
axle, bent spindles. wobbly wheels, out-of
round drums, unequally adjusted brakes,
etc., these palis should have a complete
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